
 

 

 
 

 

2018 EXHIBITION APPLICATION FORM 
 

Applications for February to December 2018 exhibitions program are due EOD Friday 16 June 2017.  

 

1.  CONTACT DETAILS 

Name:   ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Are you a current MAC Member?           Yes           No 

Address:  ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Telephone:  (m): ____________________________________ (h): ______________________________________ 

Email:  ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Website: ___________________________________________________________________________________  

 

2.  EXHIBITION OPTIONS 

Your preferred month to exhibit (February to December 2018):  

Choice 1:    __ Choice 2:    ______ Choice 3:    ____ 

  I/we would prefer to exhibit alone (solo/solo group/curated group) 

 I would prefer to participate in a group exhibition*   

(*Artists can ask MAC to consider their work for inclusion in any group exhibitions.)  

If you would prefer to exhibit alone, specify below whether you would prefer to exhibit in: 

  Gallery 1  AND / OR      Gallery 2 (options below) 

 Exhibition   or 

 Residency  

3.  YOUR PROPOSAL 

Please provide your proposal as a separate document and submit with this form. Please include a 

statement summarising the theme or description of the exhibition/residency and your body of work; 

what you hope to achieve by exhibiting your artwork and your aims/expectations of the exhibition. 

The written application should not exceed 700 words. Please refer to the MAC application terms and 

conditions for further information on what to include in your proposal.   

 

4.  SUPPORT MATERIAL 

Please include in your application: 

 6 – 10 digital images of current work, accompanied by an image list including medium, size 

and indicative pricing levels (please provide 3-4 images for each artist in the case of a group 

exhibition proposal); 

 Your artist CV and statement (please provide a CV and statement for each artist in the case 

of a group exhibition proposal plus a group statement); 

 Copies of previous exhibition catalogues, reviews and articles.  

 

5.  AGREEMENT TO MAC EXHIBITION CONDITIONS 

 I agree to the terms and conditions outlined in the MAC Exhibition Application Conditions. 

 

 

Signature:         __   Date:  _________________  


